BID DATE & TIME:       July 14, 2016 @ 2:00 PM

OWNER:                Greater Greensburg Sewage Authority

CONTRACT NO. & PROJECT NAME: Contract No.: 2016-01
                         WWTP Roof Replacement
                         General & Mechanical Construction

ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE:   $43,000.00

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:   The work under Contract No. 2016-01 General &
                       Mechanical Construction generally consists of replacing
                       existing roofs at the Wastewater Treatment Plant. Specifically the
                       work includes replacing the roofs on the following four buildings at
                       the WWTP:

                       • Operations Building
                       • Chemical Building
                       • Final Pump House
                       • Blower Building

PLANS & SPECIFICATIONS: $80.00 -- Non-Refundable

PROJECT ENGINEERS:     John Mowry, P.E.
                       Matt Elyes